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The key theme for the foreseeable future: technology ☯ humanity



Source: Martin Seligman



Humanness will become even more essential because relationships, 
trust, customer happiness, values and ethics cannot be automated



The future of business: from products to services to experiences
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We are at the pivot point of exponential change

Wait and see
Just do it



How many consumers would buy cars from a tech company?

Source: Statista

Data is the new oil - but intelligence is the new gas!
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via FT

Dataism | Reductionism



Exponential connectivity, data, intelligence, man-machine symbiosis
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Is this where we are going?





IA 
(Intelligent 
Assistance) 

AI 
(Artificial  

Intelligence)



ASI 
(Artificial Super  

Intelligence)

AGI 
(Artificial General  

Intelligence)









Nothing and no-one will be left untouched once  
truly intelligent machines are as normal as smart phones







What? 
Why?

How?



Technology is morally neutral until we apply it (W.Gibson)



The megashifts: huge impact on our future Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Intelligization 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

Smart everything



Datafication



Digitization | Automation | Virtualisation | Robotisation 



Gradually then suddenly… automation, virtualisation, robotization…



in almost all industries

Exponential technological progress will create 

Abundance



‘Tesla Moments’ for the services industries: yes, they can!
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Are you indispensable?

Technology

Organization

Humanity







Man-machine convergence: where would you draw the line?



Technology 
has no ethics



… yet societies without ethics are doomed





The real danger is not 
that machines will 
overthrow us… 

…but that we give them 
too much unwarranted 

authority, or that we 
become too much like 

them!



Could ‘too much’ software end up cheating the world ?



Unintended consequences: we’re only at 5 on a scale of 100!



Silicon Valley (or China) as ‘Mission Control for Humanity’ ?



The future of work and jobs: the end of routine







Strong algorithms  +  strong androrithms



Humanity on-top of technology 
Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Intelligization  
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization



“The future belongs to those who can unlearn  
and relearn” (Alvin Toffler)



Thanks for your time and attention!


